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To the Editor

A 62-year-old male with a history of back pain which led to the diagnosis of lumbar disc bulging between L3, L5 was consulted to our department for electrophysiological evaluations to investigate radiculopathy. Following re-interrogation of the complaints of the patient, it was learnt that the patient was admitted to orthopedics and physical medicine and rehabilitation departments multiple times due to walking difficulty and back pain. The patient had begun suffering gait disturbances over the last 3 years and impairment of cognitive functions had been accompanying the clinic. His relative stated a significant urinary incontinency which was in the form of urge incontinency was nearly totally recovered.

Discussion

NPH was firstly described by Adams et al as enlargement of ventricles with normal CSF pressure, and a triad of symptoms: gait disturbance, dementia, and urinary incontinence [1]. As it is a potentially treatable type of dementia, it attracted much interest by a wide circle of physicians, since it was first introduced. By the development of the diagnostic and the therapeutic methods, clinical success rates have been reported to increase to the range of 70-90% and current guidelines suggest the shunt surgery doubtlessly according to conservative treatment, particularly at early stage of the disease [2]. Nevertheless, even today, only 10-20% of the NPH patients are known to get the appropriate specialized treatment, while 80% of patients remain either undiagnosed or misdiagnosed [2, 3].

In this report, we present a remarkable patient who had applied multiple times to other departments including orthopedics and physical medicine and rehabilitation due to walking problems. Due to coexisting spinal disk problems, he had undergone to physical exercise programs and given medical treatments of NSAIDs previously. However, the clinic had worsened and he was eventually consulted to neurology department, but for electrophysiological evaluations of possible lumbar radiculopathy. Re-evaluation of the patient in our policlinic revealed rather a cortical gait disorder and other clinical clues of urinary incontinency, cognitive impairment led to a provisional diagnosis of NPH which was confirmed by MRI. Following positive tap test, VP-shunt surgery was conducted which provided a dramatic improvement in all the clinical parameters. For our opinion, this case may represent a crucial report, pointing out that the awareness of this entity should be raised among all physicians considering that clinical suspicion is vital for early diagnosis. Future larger studies to increase the awareness of NPH in departments other than neurology clinics will increase timely neu-
rology consultations and probably increase the success rate in early diagnosis and management of this critical disease.
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**Figure 1.** Cranial MRI showing enlarged lateral ventricles out of proportion to the cortical sulcal enlargement (a: T1 sequences; b: FLAIR sequences). (c) Cranial tomography, performed 1 month after the VP-shunt, showing post-operative reduced ventricular volumes.